Welcome to a higher
standard of freight
security
Our layered security
approach takes the
gaps out of theft
prevention, protecting
your cargo at every
phase of the shipping
process.

Stolen cargo by the numbers
Freight theft is an increasingly common and costly threat to U.S.
shippers.

1,427
U.S. cargo thefts in 2020

$166,334
average loss per cargo theft in 2020

100%
of Schneider loads are theft-free

Stop theft at every
phase with the
layered effect
A single security technique at each supply
chain phase won't ensure a safe shipment.
We overlap capabilities, so your cargo is
always covered.
Pickup

Transit

Leading security training

Delivery

Truckload and Intermodal

Security briefing with rail yard for high-value loads
Secure, well-lit rail yards

Intermodal

Intermodal

Load positioned in bottom of well car with containers on top
Multiple route checkpoints

Intermodal

Expedited-only customer service team monitoring freight
30-point, high-security work instructions
3-way security briefing

Intermodal

Truckload

Truckload

Truckload

24/7 customer service

Truckload and Intermodal

Railroad to railroad loads delivered within one day
Customer service red zone monitoring

Intermodal

Truckload

Fully fueled and able to move at least 200 miles after pickup
All impending in-gate arrivals shared with rail police
Carrier-owned equipment used for deliveries
Driver transit updates

Truckload
Intermodal

Intermodal

Truckload and Intermodal

24/7 tractor and trailer satellite tracking

Truckload and Intermodal

At least one driver in the truck at all times

Truckload

27 high-security drop lots across North America

Truckload

High-tech meets human touch
Schneider's sophisticated technology keeps your freight visible
and safe, and our seamless security protocols provide you peace
of mind.

High-tech prevention

Load tracking devices

Geofencing

Electronic seals

People-based prevention

The right people

Constant communication

Ongoing training

Tomorrow’s security here today
Stopping freight theft demands both common sense and
comprehensive solutions. Ship with Schneider and you can trust
that our people and 360º security approach have your cargo
covered, from pickup to delivery.

360° solutions
Multiple security checkpoints at every
shipping phase

24/7 support
Security solutions when you need them,
day or night

1 step ahead
We anticipate the changing security
environment; then we adapt

Learn more about protecting your freight with our
layered security approach.

solutions@schneider.com
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